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The pandemic has clearly exposed the inability of 
our existing welfare system to provide people with 
an adequate safety net to navigate times of crisis. 
The significant rise in food poverty, debt and 
extreme financial vulnerability caused by the 
pandemic is clear evidence of this. The failure of 
the welfare state has been compounded by an 
economic system that creates economic insecurity, 
in-work poverty and job precarity. 

Simply reverting to the ‘old normal’ post-pandemic 
is not enough. Now is the time to be bold and 
imaginative about the future we want to build, 
collectively reimagining a welfare state that is better 
suited to our current era. 

The scale of today’s crisis of inequalities makes 
clear that genuine welfare reform needs to be 
grounded in a different perspective, one based 
on values. A values-based approach means 
designing a social security system that 
recognises the importance of flexibility, trust, 
relationships, and social solidarity in enabling 
people to live flourishing lives. 

In Camden, we’ve seen that whether it’s 
in employment support or family help, when 
people and relationships are at the heart of service 
delivery, these services offer a more secure 
platform for people to build their lives on.

The work of the Institute for Global Prosperity (IGP) 
on Universal Basic Services (UBS) is an exciting 
demonstration of what it could look like to bake 
these values into a future welfare system. 

Working in partnership, Camden Council and the 
IGP have brought together deep understanding of 
the people and place of Camden and expert policy 
thinking to test what it could look like to bring the 
values and principles of UBS to life at a local level.

Our joint work is a powerful example of the value 
of leadership by local places in welfare reform. The 
strong relationships and deep knowledge that local 
authorities hold of their local populations means 
they are well placed to learn about what works from 
those that the failures of our current system most 
impact, and to test and develop new ideas together 
in partnership with academic experts.

Small scale, iterative local experimentation can build 
a powerful case for change that is deeply rooted in 
the lived experience of communities - and give new 
approaches a much better chance of succeeding. 
Indeed, learning about what works in partnership 
with our communities is essential if we want to make 
genuine progress on today’s most pressing social 
challenges. 

FOREWORD
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The COVID-19 pandemic has devastated 
communities, caused considerable economic 
damage and placed enormous strain on our public 
services. It has also revealed — and worsened — our 
country’s stark inequalities, from access to digital 
services and housing, as well as educational and 
health outcomes. The pandemic has also highlighted 
how the inequalities which characterise our modern 
society cannot be effectively addressed by our 
existing welfare system. 

Long before Covid struck, the welfare system was 
struggling to respond to many of the 21st century’s 
challenges — from the social care crisis to the climate 
emergency, the unequal impact of new technologies 
and the automation of jobs. As the pandemic has 
unfolded, the need for a new welfare state that can 
effectively reduce inequality, build social solidarity, 
and enable people to live flourishing, secure lives 
has become clearer than ever. 

In this paper, co-authored by Camden Council and 
the Institute for Global Prosperity (IGP), we explore 
the potential of Universal Basic Services (UBS) as 
a cornerstone of this newly imagined welfare state. 
UBS refers to the universal provision of public 
services — such as housing, transport, and access 
to digital services — to enable access to economic 
opportunity and civic participation for all. To enhance 
people’s capacity to respond not just to today’s 
challenges but to future changes in the economy.

UBS is based on the principles of solidarity, collective 
responsibility, and shared needs. These are the 
same principles that underpin the UK’s existing offer 
of health and education as universal services. Yet, 
while these two key services are critical, alone they 
cannot adequately address the challenge of building 
back better and improving the quality of people’s 
lives across the UK. 

A 21st century welfare system needs to acknowledge 
that health, education, employment and poverty 
are not issues that are experienced in isolation but 
are intricately and inextricably linked. As such, an 

effective system must give people access to the tools, 
skills and relationships they need to participate in 
our society and economy, building a stable platform 
from which lives can flourish holistically. This requires 
expanding our view of core public services to include 
new services relevant to our modern lives, such as 
digital access and fair access to transport.

It’s not just which services people have access to 
that matters, but also how these are provided. The 
NHS provides a powerful example of universal 
provision, paired with flexibility and personalisation. 
In the case of a broken leg, for example, one person 
might be given a wheelchair to get around whilst 
another might receive crutches. Both have access to 
high quality care, but the nature of that care varies 
based on their needs and personal circumstances – 
and clinicians and patients are trusted to make the 
decision about what is right for that individual.

Facing the many challenges and uncertainties of 
the 21st century, like the COVID-19 crisis, will require 
more resilient communities with greater capacity and 
capability to develop support that is specific to their 
place. This means holding a focus on relationships 
and people within an approach that goes further 
than thinking about individual capabilities alone, and 
instead on lifting up whole communities. That means 
building up the social and service infrastructures 
within a community that, taken together, can build 
secure livelihoods. 

This paper brings together the IGP’s foundational 
work on UBS, both theoretical and practical, and 
early practical experimentation by Camden Council, 
to make the case that a welfare state comprising 
a broadened set of universal services would help 
individuals to live secure and flourishing lives and 
also support stronger social connections and a sense 
of civic responsibility. 

INTRODUCTION: 
IT’S TIME FOR CHANGE

https://socialmetricscommission.org.uk/measuring-poverty-2020/
https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/media/pdfs/banking_with_us/whats-happening/lb-consumer-digital-index-2019-report.pdf
https://www.lloydsbank.com/assets/media/pdfs/banking_with_us/whats-happening/lb-consumer-digital-index-2019-report.pdf
https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/bulletins/deathsinvolvingcovid19bylocalareasanddeprivation/deathsoccurringbetween1marchand31may2020
https://www.ippr.org/blog/budget-2020-level-up-the-economy-step-up-to-the-environmental-crisis
https://www.ippr.org/blog/budget-2020-level-up-the-economy-step-up-to-the-environmental-crisis
https://medium.com/@thersa/good-work-in-an-age-of-radical-technologies-52c7bc6b8cc2
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/social-prosperity-for-the-future-a-proposal-for-universal-basic-services
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/universal-basic-services-theory-and-practice
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What does it mean to live a secure and flourishing 
life? Traditional metrics like Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) suggest that the primary determinant of quality 
of life is economic growth at the national level and 
material wealth at the individual level. However, 
what emerges when we ask citizens to define for 
themselves what a good life means?

Between 2015 and 2017, IGP worked with a team of 
citizen social scientists - residents trained to work 
as social researchers in their own neighbourhoods 
- to ask people living in east London what prosperity
means to them. Interviewing people in five
neighbourhoods in and around the Olympic Park, the
research team explored what supported, and what
prevented people from living prosperous lives.

What supports livelihood security? 
Source: Woodcraft, Collins and McArdle 2021

The research found that a secure livelihood was 
consistently identified as the most important factor 
to people’s prosperity.  While secure income and 
good quality work were described as vital, people 
also explained how livelihood security depends on 
several overlapping factors: regular and good quality 
work that provides a reliable and adequate income; 
genuinely affordable, secure, and good quality 
housing; access to public services; and social and 
economic inclusion. These factors are summarised 
in the diagram below:  

A 21ST CENTURY WELFARE 
SYSTEM THAT FOCUSES ON 
LIVELIHOOD SECURITY

https://www.procol.uk/citizen-science
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/rethinking-prosperity-for-london-when-citizens-lead-transformation
https://londonprosperityboard.org/stories-hackneywick
https://londonprosperityboard.org/10-factors
https://londonprosperityboard.org/10-factors
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People discussed how this mix of assets, services, 
and networks overlap and work together to enable 
individuals to support or undermine people’s 
opportunities for a prosperous life.  For example, 
accessible and affordable childcare, and public 
transport were identified as critical: enabling people 
to find and stay in work or education, care for 
family members, and participate actively in society 
(Woodcraft and Anderson 2019). For example, 
residents of Hackney Wick highlight the intersection 
of disability, age, public services, employment, 
regeneration and development, and unpaid care:  

For others, prosperity and livelihood security lies 
at the intersection between community services, 
like health, education, retraining, volunteering. As 
Natalie and Niaja, residents from Brombley-by-Bow 
and Heath, respectively, share:   

“[...] I was looking for somewhere to volunteer 
when I first moved here, and I came across 
a skill exchange programme that was just 
starting at that time. And I went to an event, 
run by a lady [...] and she introduced me to 
the doctors, referred me to mental health 
services. I started volunteering, and I became 
part of the furniture of Bromley-by-Bow"  
 (Natalie, Brombley-by-Bow resident, 2017). 

“[T]here is a community spirit here. There 
is an after school club in the library and 
I go and help out there. It’s really good 
and I volunteer there. It’s children having 
help with homework and things like that"  
(Niaja, Heath resident, 2017).

Conventional socio-economic policy responses tend 
to focus on increasing the number of people in work. 
This research suggests that, if people are to live truly 
prosperous and flourishing lives, we need to think 
differently about what people need to play a full and 
active role in society, and expand our ideas about 
the range of public services a 21st  century welfare 
state should provide for its citizens.

In Camden, the recognition of this reality has led 
to a shift in focus from ‘economic development’ 
to building ‘an inclusive economy’ - and with it the 
experimentation with a more diverse service offer to 
support people into work. Camden Council and IGP 
have also been furthering the work that began in east 
London, and applying similar methods and principles 
in Camden – training citizens to lead the research 
and design of a ‘Wellbeing and Prosperity Index’ for 
Euston that will guide the development of the place 
over time in direct response to what people say is 
important to them. 

“[B]ecause all of the facilities that were 
around 20 years ago have now all gone […] 
Everything’s gone, for instance, my mum is 
disabled, I’m her carer, that’s why I’m here, 
all the places she can go into and be looked 
after, they’re all gone, so I have to […] give 
up my work so I can look after my mum” 
(Hackney Wick resident, 2017). 

“How can we have a prosperous life for 
everyone, people of all classes? The 
situation is precarious for people around 
here. The combination of unaffordable 
housing, zero-hours contracts, portfolio 
careers … people have no security. Jobs 
are not good quality … this is a toxic mix” 
(Frances, Hackney resident, 2015).

https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/rethinking-prosperity-for-london-when-citizens-lead-transformation
https://londonprosperityboard.org/stories-coventry-cross
https://londonprosperityboard.org/stories-heath
https://londonprosperityboard.org/stories-hackneywick
https://londonprosperityboard.org/stories-hackneywick
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Extending and enhancing the quality of available 
public services is fundamental for improving people’s 
quality of life and prosperity. Here, Universal Basic 
Services (UBS) provides a system of intersecting 
services that is required to tackle complex, systemic 
inequalities: single services in isolation cannot 
adequately support the complexity of people’s lives 
and the interconnectedness of health, work, family 
wellbeing, and food poverty, for example.

This is clearly evident in Camden Council’s recent 
work to develop a more inclusive economy in 
Camden. Part of a programme of work called Good 
Work Camden, the Council has prototyped on a small 
scale what a UBS offer, with relationships and trust at 
its core, would look like to support people into work 
- recognising that standard employment support
would not be enough to systemically tackle local
unemployment.

Indeed, finding and maintaining successful 
employment relies on a delicate balance of education 
and training, housing, childcare, mental and physical 
wellbeing. 

Having spent time with Camden residents who were 
looking for work, understanding their lives, hopes 
and challenges, the Council’s Inclusive Economy 
team prototyped the impact of UBS access to 
transport and internet connectivity (hardware and 
data provision) on people’s journey into work. These 
prototypes were developed as a direct response to 
the conversations with residents which had identified 
digital access and cost and accessibility of transport 
as barriers to engaging with employment support, 
taking a job offer or staying in and progressing in 
work.

HOW UNIVERSAL BASIC 
SERVICES CAN BUILD 
LIVELIHOOD SECURITY

The prototypes demonstrated the benefits of a more 
holistic, connected service offer, on:

• Mental wellbeing: “I travelled without having
to worry about eating into my depleted bank
account. It allowed me to focus on the actual
applications.”

• Access to services: “There are a lot of
government forms — like housing benefits
forms — that I can’t fill in because I don’t have a
laptop. I can’t do it on my phone. I waste a lot of
time going to the library.”

• Ability to look for work “I am unemployed at
the moment and lots [of people] say go online -
but if you don’t have wifi and no computer … it
makes it difficult.”

The prototypes made clear that it isn’t employment 
support alone that can help someone build a secure 
livelihood – but connected services that enable 
people to participate socially and economically.

What are ‘prototypes’?

The prototyping process involved 
interview with residents, a review of 
policy evidence and data, co-design 
with residents, workshops with 
internal and external partners, and 
small-scale trials of intervention ideas.

https://goodwork.camden.gov.uk/
https://goodwork.camden.gov.uk/
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The insights from these initial prototypes have fed 
into the design of a Resident Support Fund for those 
seeking work, which empowers advisors with the 
flexibility to fund and provide people with what they 
need to overcome barriers on their journey into 
work - trusting people and supporting relationships 
to make the right decisions for individuals. It has 
already been used to enable people to access to 
services that have allowed them to secure work.

Baking in these values of trust, social solidarity and 
prioritising relationships into services and support is 
an area in which the community has long led the way. 
For example, a group of neighbours in Camden who 
had previously received food parcels established 
a food co-operative when they realised that their 
collective purchasing power could give them more 
affordable access to food and essential goods - and 
this work now inspires and informs Council thinking 
about the borough’s response to food poverty. 

A group of Somali parents in the borough worked 
together to take a community approach to achieving 
a remarkable improvement in their children’s 
educational performance over a decade. This has in 
turn acted as inspiration for a Council learning offer 
for other parts of the Camden community with poorer 
educational outcomes - a powerful example of the 
value of communities and the public sector working 
in partnership to develop services. 

The response to the pandemic has made clearer 
than ever before the strength of what values-led 
partnerships can achieve - when mutual aid groups 
have come together to help their neighbours, 
and together Camden Council and voluntary and 
community groups in the borough distributed over 
280,000 meals to people that needed them. As 
a local place, citizens, community organisations, 
business and the Council were able to come together 
and provide a values led fundamental service to a 
community in the height of a global crisis. 

These examples give an indication of the potential of 
a values led, comprehensive set of basic services in 
creating secure livelihoods, when they are designed 
and delivered with communities. Investing in UBS can 
extend and enhance the capabilities and capacities 
of individuals and communities, strengthening their 
resilience in the face of current and future challenges 
as processes of economic, social and ecological 
transformation continue to accelerate. Co-designing 
these services builds social integration, cohesion 
and shared resources for enhanced prosperity.
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Reimaging a 21st welfare state will require us to find 
answers to a series of deeply challenging questions: 
How can we improve quality of life for all? How can 

we ensure everyone eats well every day? How can 

we make sure everyone can get online to learn, 

work, and access key services? How can we reverse 

widening inequality? How can we build economic 

opportunity through improving social integration and 

cohesion?

Addressing these challenges is a process that 
needs to start now. At its most ambitious, delivering 
a new national welfare system for the 21st century 
will require a reformulation of the tax and benefits 
system, a consistent industrial strategy, a reformed 
approach to local government spending, an 
innovative approach to building local assets and 
capabilities, and much more besides. And, of course, 
local authorities cannot fund UBS services given 
their current levels of resourcing and what, by 
international standards, is very limited ability to raise 
funds through taxes and levies.

Despite these constraints at scale, when it comes to 
testing and developing a different way of supporting 
people to live securely, we must start small and local. 

Local places are already the providers of a vast 
array of public services. As early work in Camden 
has shown, if we experiment with providing these 
services based on values of empowerment, trust, 
and social solidarity, we can begin to demonstrate a 
different way of securing people’s livelihoods.

The work in Camden connects to and builds on 
local leadership around the UK which together 
shows the green shoots of a new way of providing 
welfare that builds on the strengths and ambitions of 
individuals, families and communities rather than the 
current experience which fails to meet need and that 
residents often experience as limiting and lacking in 
humanity. 

Partnerships — between local authorities and 
between the public and voluntary sector and 
academia — such as that between Camden Council 
and the IGP, are critical to accelerating our learning 
about what works and build a robust evidence base.

So too are collaborative dialogues within local 
places that bring together different sectors, such as 
business, civil society, local government, communities 
and researchers, to enable sustained shifts in policy 
debate, experimentation and practice.

All of these need to be based on sharing new 
methods for engaging the citizens in the production 
of knowledge to inform and deliver public policy.

Join us in exploring what a 21st century welfare state 
should look like and, together, we can start to chart 
a path to recover from the pandemic, building a 
future in which everyone has the opportunity to live 
a flourishing, secure life.

Rebuilding prosperity for the 21st century requires 
new ways of thinking and acting and the kind of 
vision, commitment and courage that informed 
the national conversation in the 1940s. The IGP is 
launching a Rebuilding Prosperity Campaign calling 
on policymakers from town and City halls to Whitehall 
and from National Assemblies to the Westminster 
Parliament to engage in a new conversation and to 
campaign for a radical new approach that will create 
genuine shared prosperity across the country.

CALL FOR ACTION

https://www.ifs.org.uk/budget-2020
https://www.ifs.org.uk/budget-2020
http://www.seriouslydifferent.org/press-room
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An unconditional UBS system could address many of 
the negative effects of existing welfare conditionality 
including the punitive effects on those who fall 
through the cracks of eligibility (Reeve 2017; Wright 
2019) and the expenses associated with means 
testing (Ingold 2020; Mehta et al. 2020). Indeed, a 
UBS model of public service provision meets needs 
more directly, increases efficiency, reduces costs, 
facilitates a vibrant private economy, and buttresses 
the institutional fabric of society (IGP, 2019). 

Costing UBS

In 2017, the IGP estimated that a UBS system 
including shelter, food security, transport, digital 
access, childcare and adult social care would cost 
around £42.16 billion per year, equivalent to 2.3% of 
GDP. 

We include below a breakdown of the estimated 
yearly costs this analysis:

• Shelter: £13.0bn per year. This encompasses 1.5
million social housing units at zero rent, council
tax exemptions, and utilities.

• Food security: £4.0bn per year. This includes 1.8
billion meals at 7 meals per week.

• Local Public Transport: £5.2 bn (or £12.3 bn)
per year. Extending the current concessionary
bus scheme for pensioners to the rest of the
population would cost £5.2bn. If the transport
UBS were extended to include tube-type and
tram-type transport  this could increase to
£12.3bn.

APPENDIX A - IGP ANALYSIS OF 
WHAT A UBS SYSTEM MIGHT 
COST

• Digital Access: £16.5bn to £19.9bn per year. The
overall aggregate cost of providing information
services, including broadband internet and TV
license free at the point of use, is calculated
between £16.5 and £19.9 billion.

The figures above do not include costs for Adult 
Social Care and Child Care services, which are 
also fundamental areas of UBS. Costing these 
components is much more difficult given the great 
variations in costs from region to region, as well as 
the difficulty to estimate private spending on these 
areas.

For Adult Social Care, for instance, latest figures on 
total expenditure by UK councils show an estimate 
of £19.7 billion for 2019/2020, This represents an 
increase of £918 million from the previous year, a 4.9% 
increase in cash terms and a 2.4% increase in real 
terms (NHS Digital 2020). While these figures reflect 
an increasing trend on spending on social care since 
2015/16, they remain below 2010/11 levels and do 
not reflect the increases in population and levels of 
demand. Furthermore,  it is important to note that this 
is purely council spending on social care. None of the 
expenditure data includes private spending on care. 
The National Audit Office had estimated the total size 
of the self-funded social care market at £10.9 billion 
in 2016/17 (NAO 2018), however, according to the 
Office for Statistics Regulation there are no reliable 
estimates of trends on self-funded adult social care 
expenditure (ONS 2020).

For Child Care, estimates for England for the financial 
year 2017–18, show total spending (excluding 
healthcare) was over £120 billion or over £10,000 per 
child under 18 (IFS 2018). It is due to remain at about 

https://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/tpp/jpsj/2017/00000025/00000001/art00005
https://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/147810/
https://eprints.whiterose.ac.uk/147810/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/spol.12552
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09687599.2020.1766422
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/universal-basic-services-theory-and-practice
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/social-prosperity-for-the-future-a-proposal-for-universal-basic-services
https://digital.nhs.uk/data-and-information/publications/statistical/adult-social-care-activity-and-finance-report/2019-20#summary
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Adult-social-care-at-a-glance.pdf
https://www.nao.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Adult-social-care-at-a-glance.pdf
https://www.statisticsauthority.gov.uk/publication/report-on-adult-social-care-statistics-in-england/
https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/13061
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£10,000 per child until about 2019–20, leaving it at 
about the same level in real terms as it was in 2006–
07 just before the Great Recession. The £120 billion 
included: £59 billion in benefits or £5,000 per child,  
- the three largest in being tax credits (£22 billion),
housing benefit (£10 billion) and child benefit (£10
billion); £54 billion in education of which more than
two-thirds represents expenditure on schooling; and
£8–9 billion in child children’s services and social
care - ranging from Sure Start Children’s Centres to
safeguarding and services targeted at young people
services. In addition, health spending on children
estimates for 2016/17 were around £9.3 billion (Ibid).

Funding UBS

Funding and operationalising a UBS system would 
require a serious reformulation of the tax and 
benefits system (IFS 2020). Such reformulation must 
be consistent with a renewed industrial strategy that 
is adapted to the challenges of livelihoods insecurity, 
social care and climate emergency beyond our 
generation. In this scenario, IGP has proposed (IGP 
2017; 2019) that a UBS system could be funded by a 
progressive tax regime involving a reduction of the 
income Personal Allowance (the amount of income 
you do not have to pay tax on). During the 2020-
2021 financial year, the income PA is set at £12,500 
per year.

https://www.ifs.org.uk/budget-2020
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/social-prosperity-for-the-future-a-proposal-for-universal-basic-services
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/social-prosperity-for-the-future-a-proposal-for-universal-basic-services
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-data/universal-basic-services-theory-and-practice
https://www.gov.uk/income-tax-rates
https://www.gov.uk/income-tax-rates
https://www.gov.uk/income-tax-rates
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In the UK, there are already local UBS-type initiatives  
experimenting with community-led housing, food 
security and resilience, and free and affordable 
legal advice services.  These initiatives are of local, 
regional and national significance in the context of 
post COVID-19 recovery planning and for the long-
term resilience of disadvantaged areas. However, 
for these local efforts to become part of a more 
systemic and sustainable change, they need to 
be systemised and scaled-up through both the 
development of communities of practice that design, 
deliver and test alternative UBS-experiments based 
on cross-sectoral collaborations, as well as central 
government’s support that genuinely overhauls our 
national welfare system.  

For instance, while the community-led housing 
initiatives and legal advice projects cited here are 
providing quality services, these are not always 
‘free’ services and will require both multi-sector 
collaborations as well as the extension of and changes 
to existing government schemes, to developed more 
place-based interventions that enable communities 
that are hardest to reach to benefit from these services 
in a sustainable way (Organ et al. 2020; Traynor 
2020).  Similar challenges exist with food security 
initiatives, in particular the financial and mental health 
burdens faced by households accessing food banks 
who also have to deal with debt collections from 
other government benefit payments (Sosenko et al. 
2019). A recent report by the Trussell Trust shows 
that almost half of 47% households accessing food 
banks face the stress of having money deducted 
from their benefits payments by the government due 
to advance payments or overpayments (Weal 2020). 
For example, about 73% of people on Universal 
Credit and making use of food banks over the 
summer were repaying an advance payment to the 
government (Ibid).

APPENDIX B - INSPIRATION 
FROM ACROSS THE UK

BOX 1 - UBS-type Experiments

Case 1 - Experimenting with free housing as 
part of affordable community-led housing

Since 2010, Housing First pilots in the West 
Midlands, Liverpool and Manchester have 
been offering people who have experienced 
homelessness and chronic health and 
social care needs a stable home along with 
unconditional person-centred and holistic 
support. Since 2019, Homeless Link and Crisis 
have joined efforts to deliver the current stage 
of the project.  In the Liverpool City Region, 
Safe Regeneration is supporting a Community-
led Housing Hub which brings together 
various initiatives tackling affordable housing 
and urban and green spaces regeneration 
projects, including Alt Housing, Gingerbread 
Housing, Lark Lane Housing, HomeBaked, and 
Granby4Streets Community Land Trust. 

Case 2 - Free and Affordable Legal Services

In Norfolk, the Norfolk Community Law Service, 
at the national level, have been providing free 
and/or affordable legal advice and services 
for disadvantaged and vulnerable groups, 
including ex-offenders, migrant workers, 
people with mental health issues, people on 
benefits or low-income, or those who do not 
qualify or cannot get legal aid. LawWorks have 
also been working on a similar model at a more 
national level.

https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/publicpolicyamppractice/covid-19/PB028.pdf
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/publicpolicyamppractice/covid-19/PB026.pdf
https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/media/livacuk/publicpolicyamppractice/covid-19/PB026.pdf
https://www.stateofhunger.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/State-of-Hunger-Report-November2019-Digital.pdf
https://www.stateofhunger.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/State-of-Hunger-Report-November2019-Digital.pdf
https://www.trusselltrust.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020/12/Lift-the-burden-Dec-20.pdf
https://www.homeless.org.uk/our-work/national-projects/housing-first-england
https://www.homeless.org.uk/our-work/national-projects/housing-first-england
http://homebaked.org.uk/
https://www.granby4streetsclt.co.uk/
https://www.ncls.co.uk/about-us/
https://www.lawworks.org.uk/about-us
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BOX 3 - UBS-type Experiments

Case 4 - Free public transport schemes

There are several UK cities offering free bus 
services within urban areas, one of these 
is Manchester City which currently runs the 
Metroshuttle city-bus scheme. Other examples 
include free bus schemes in Huddersfield, 
Wakefield, Dewsbury, and Wolverhampton.

Case 5 - Digital inclusion projects

In June 2020, a partnership between Poplar 
HARCA, LETTA Trust Schools, Tower Hamlets 
Council, East End Community Foundation, 
and Internet provider Community Fibre, 
launched the Connecting Communities 
Inclusive Broadband project. The project 
will run for two years, targeting 100-200 low-
income households in Poplar, Tower Hamlets, 
providing them with free broadband Internet, a 
Google Chromebook digital device, and basic 
information and communications technology 
(ICT) training and support. The objective is to 
scale the project up to 1,000 (Phase 2) and 
10,000 (Phase 3) households in the medium to 
long term. At a more national level, the Good 
Things Foundation, through the Power Up 
Initiative is currently supporting 15 community-
based digital access and ICT training projects 
in East London, Bournemouth, Glasgow and 
Edinburgh. 

BOX 2 - UBS-type experiments

Case 3 - Food resilience and security projects

There are a plethora of initiatives around food 
in the UK, many of which emerged at the onset 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, while others are 
more established. Kentish Town Community 
Centre’s food bank ‘The Pantry’ is an example 
of newly emerged schemes, while the Brighton 
and Hove Food Partnership, Sustain or the 
Trussell Trust are  more established local and 
national networks. The Octopus Communities 
Network, founded in 1999, is another case 
bringing together multi-purpose community 
centres working on various sectors, including 
food.

https://tfgm.com/public-transport/bus/metroshuttle
https://www.wymetro.com/buses/free-town-and-city-buses/huddersfield-freetownbus/
https://www.wymetro.com/buses/free-town-and-city-buses/wakefield-freecitybus/
https://www.wolverhampton.gov.uk/parking-and-roads/free-city-centre-bus
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-stories/evaluating-the-role-of-housing-associations-to-design-and-deliver-ubs-experiments-for-redesigning-the-21st-century-welfare-state
https://seriouslydifferent.org/igp-stories/evaluating-the-role-of-housing-associations-to-design-and-deliver-ubs-experiments-for-redesigning-the-21st-century-welfare-state
https://www.goodthingsfoundation.org/projects/power-up-initiative
https://www.goodthingsfoundation.org/projects/power-up-initiative
https://www.ktcc.org.uk/ktcc-foodbank
https://bhfood.org.uk/about-us/
https://www.sustainweb.org/foodpower/map/
https://www.octopuscommunities.org.uk/about-us-landing-page/
https://www.octopuscommunities.org.uk/about-us-landing-page/
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Research at the Institute for Global Prosperity at UCL aims to generate new insights about 
sustainable and inclusive prosperity and provide new models for developing and interpreting 
evidence.

Underlying our research is a rethinking of what we mean by prosperity. Prosperity must mean 
enabling people to flourish in ways beyond financial growth –and doing so equitably and 
sustainably, for humankind and the planet. We work with businesses, NGOs and citizens to 
produce interdisciplinary methodologies and problem-focused research. 

For more information about our wide range of current projects and our innovative Masters and 

PhD programmes please see: www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/igp/ 

The Institute for Global Prosperity
Maple House, 149 Tottenham Court Road
London, W1T 7NF

Institute for 
Global Prosperity
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Rebuilding prosperity for the 21st century requires 
new ways of thinking and acting and the kind of 
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